Project Rebirth made great strides forward in 2015...

Aaron Leonard
Executive Director

•

...in fufilling our mission to create scalable and measurable programs that
facilitate healing, foster hope and build resilience. Our team of volunteers
has continued to grow, allowing us to develop and successfully deliver Project
Rebirth programs and teaching tools to school classrooms, Veteran groups,
members of our military, First Responders, and community based organizations
across the country.

Our immersive film experience Rebirth at Ground Zero routinely shows at maximum capacity at the Natonal 9/11
Museum, where screenings of Project Rebirth’s nine short films are scheduled to begin in Spring 2016.
! Rebirth at Ground Zero

•

Our award winning documentary Rebirth continues to be sought for screenings, including the Sarasota Film Festival
during their 9/11 remembrance event this past September. More than eight hundred people attended the screening.
! SFF Screening

•

Lesson plans designed around our collection of short films are currently in use at the Middle School and High School
levels. Additional lesson plans wil be made available in Fall 2016. One of our partner organizations has created an
online platform for Project Rebirth curriculum that will greatly enhance our ability to share our lesson plans with
schools across the country and internationally.
! High Schools and Middle Schools

•

A strong partnership at Georgetown University led to collaboration on
curriculum development with the Berkley Center for Religion, Peace
& World Affairs. Focused on NYC’s post 9/11 recovery, this curriculum
highlights the unique strengths diversity can bring to communities. We
have also begun the archiving of Project Rebirth’s interview footage
at Georgetown. Now both Columbia and Georgetown Universities will
ensure that the entire collection of interviews used in making our films
is permanently preserved.
! Resilience Education

•

In 2015 Project Rebirth established the First Responder Resilience
Network. Comprised of a team of First Responders and mental health
professionals, the FRRN has already made an impact in National Fire
Service training standard design.
! First Responder Resilience Network
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•

Working with the Kansas National Guard, Project
Rebirth developed a scalable one-day workshop on
recognizing and dealing with Post Traumatic Stress.
It is currently used to train National Guard leaders in
how to identify signs and symptoms of PTS within their
organization.

Austin and Secaucus Veteran Center Programs will
allow Project Cohort to grow in 2016.
! Project Cohort
•

! PTS Awareness Training
•

The Project Cohort team spent 2015 developing a
program model that maximizes the potential to scale
Project Cohort nationally. Basing Cohorts in colleges and
universities as well as “on the street” has emerged as an
effective strategy for connecting with young Veterans
who could most naturally form ongoing, supportive
peer groups. Our first Cohort is firmly established at
Felician University, with additional locations in Texas,
Washington DC and New York City set to begin later in
2016. The completion of our project guide, validation
of our lesson plans, and the support of key strategic
partners including HEART 9/11, Georgetown University,
MyCounterpane, the Sarasota Film Festival, and the

In collaboration with Ride 2 Recovery our team
completed the validation of the Women Warrior
Project during two women Veteran retreats in 2015.
Our program guide, student workbook, and instructor
validation standards will now allow us to collaborate
with a number of partners who work in this field.
! Women Warrior Project

•

With our partners at the 100 Black Men of Virginia
Peninsula, with film participant Charles Cook in
attendance, the Project Rebirth-designed Camp
Esteem grew to over 45 participants in 2015. The camp
is designed as the capstone event for high-risk youth
who successfully complete the eight-month mentoring
program with the 100 Black Men and is designed to be
easily replicated.
! Camp Esteem

The need to help people and communities build resilience in the face of grief, trauma and loss is greater than ever – and
Project Rebirth’s films and programs have proven to be uniquely effective tools for meeting that need. On behalf of our
film participants and the volunteers, professionals and partner organizations that comprise the Project Rebirth team, we
ask that you make a donation to help fund Project Rebirth’s work in the coming year. Click and donate to Project Rebirth
Thank you in advance for your support!
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Project Rebirth’s Educational Initiative Curriculum
continues to develop
Working with film participants Tanya Villanueva-Tepper and
Tim Brown, Project Rebirth Team Member and Professional
Educator Tim Bowen created the Talking with Tim & Tanya
curriculum for 9th through 12th grade students in his classes
at Edwin O. Smith High School in Storrs, Connecticut.

Tim Bowen

Mr. Bowen is building upon the success of that first effort
by developing curriculum models based on all nine Rebirth
short films. Each curriculum model will utilize the journeys
of our diverse group of film participants. Their lives,
challenges and perspectives will provide powerful insights
on the human dimension of 9/11 and facilitate lively and
engaging discussions centered on this seminal event in
American history. Tim sees an enormous need to share the
Project Rebirth curriculum with as large a student audience
as possible.

He says, “I believe that across our country millions of students in this younger generation need to develop coping skills to
deal with life. Teaching the Project Rebirth Educational Initiative Curriculum brings home the value of these essential skills
and gives our younger generation hope that they will be able to deal with Life’s most challenging times, making them
stronger and more resourceful individuals.”

Tim Bowen and Tanya Villanueva-Tepper at the 9/11 Memorial Plaza, NYC
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Project Rebirth’s Diversity Curriculum Ready to Debut
Project Rebirth’s films feature the stories of nine people whose lives were forever changed by
the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in 2001.
Project Rebirth’s films feature the stories of nine people whose lives were forever changed by the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center in 2001. These individuals reflect the diversity of New York’s population – including an Irish-American
construction professional whose firefighter brother was killed when the towers fell, an African-American man who walked
all the way from Harlem to Ground Zero that day to begin a new life as a disaster response volunteer and a Muslim
American woman who responded to the distrust and harassment the Muslim community faced in the wake of 9/11 by
taking an active role in the struggle to foster inter-religious understanding.
The stories of our nine film participants provide a powerful foundation for curriculum that teaches about the unique
strengths that diversity affords communities when disaster strikes. Project Rebirth has been working with the Berkley
Center for Religion, Peace & World Affairs at Georgetown University to build engaging and informative curriculum tools
that explore the issues facing communities everywhere in today’s world.
Michael Kessler, Deputy Director of the Berkley Center, sums up the challenge. “Two realities co-exist: Religiously inspired
terrorists must be stopped and most religious and non-religious people seek peaceful co-existence. The way forward in
these challenging times is to promote better understanding and interaction between the diverse tapestry of humans around
the globe and living next door. We have a tremendous opportunity to highlight the role of cultural and religious diversity
in creating a stronger, more resilient community, as was evident in New York after the 9/11 attacks. Our lesson plans are a
tangible way to illustrate these strengths for communities around the country.”
Recently retired from a 30 year career in the Cleveland public school system, Project Rebirth Board Member and Education
Team member Robert Glavan is working with Michael and his staff at The Berkley Center to refine and prepare the Project
Rebirth Diversity curriculum with plans to formally launch the curriculum in April 2016. Robert feels that this curriculum
will offer teachers great flexibility, allowing them to use and customize it in ways that fit their classrooms, whether in a
Contemporary World Issues, Social Studies or Service Learning class.
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Our Support & Partnerships Continue to Grow
In November a Project Rebirth evening in NYC featured the Project Rebirth Education team.
Many thanks to Steve & Barbara Buffone for hosting us at the beautiful offices of Gibson Dunn.

Film participant and Project Rebirth Team Member Tanya VillanuevaTepper expanded her mission to educate and inspire people about
the journey through grief and loss to hope when she spoke at the TedX
Conference which was held in Coconut Grove, Florida on February 5th.

Project Rebirth bicycle kiosks light up the night in
Hoboken, NJ

Project Rebirth board members Bernard Horn
and Brian Rafferty have joined Emeritus board
member John Murphy and longtime supporter
John Duffy in making donations to preserve our
historic Project Rebirth film cameras.
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Meet Project Rebirth Social Media Director Monica Davis
Project Rebirth’s Social Media Director,
Monica Davis, grew up in Frederick County,
Maryland. Majoring in Communication
Studies and Sociology, Monica graduated with
a Bachelor of Science from Towson University
near Baltimore, Maryland. She went on to
pursue Graduate work in Human Studies and
Philanthropy at her Alma Mater and followed
that with an additional Graduate certification in
Agile Knowledge Management at Old Dominion
University, in Norfolk, Virginia. Monica credits
her family with both giving her the wings to fly
free and a stable, loving environment.
Monica currently lives on the Virginia Peninsula
where she works in civil service for the United
States Army. She wears many hats there,
Artist, activist, resilience advocate: Monica Davis
working as a Program Manager facilitating
organizational training, teaching soldiers as a
certified Master Resilience Trainer, conducting strategic business planning as a Knowledge Management Technologist, and
finally as a Social Media Strategist for one of the largest Army organizations on Joint Base Langley-Eustis.
Monica focuses her energies on having a positive social impact in her Army career and in her work with Project Rebirth,
and through her personal artistic journey – a journey that she says saved her life after coming home from war.
Monica is a self-taught painter
of her clients’ choosing.
Monica says, “After returning home, Her hopes for her current
and only after returning
home from Iraq in 2011, after
painting found me, and I used it as therapy, and future pieces are to
completing a nineteen month
be a catalyst for people to
feeling
the
need
to
reacquaint
with
beauty,
assignment supporting the
heal as they have been for
U.S. Military, did she find the
society and myself, something I had been herself.
outlet and the ability to purge
missing for so long. Painting not only Monica’s life experiences,
her experiences that are now
her expertise in Resilience
gave me an outlet to purge my warzone
spread all over her canvases.
training
and
her
Within six months of returning
experience, but continues to give me the communication skills make
home, she had created over
creative opportunity to overcome what her a key member of the
one-hundred fifty pieces
Project Rebirth team.
calling them her ‘Warzone
that warzone brought to the surface.”
Monica manages publicity,
Purging’ Collection. Since then
oversees the continued
Monica has had more than fifty shows nationwide, created
development of Project Rebirth’s website and heads Project
over four hundred uniquely abstract pieces, and continues
Rebirth’s social media campaign on two Facebook pages,
to define her own interpretation in her latest works which
Twitter, and Instagram. Her success in growing awareness of
can be seen at www.dyoiart.com. She also donates a
and support for Project Rebirth has been extraordinary – the
percentage of her art sales to not-for-profit organizations
Project Rebirth Facebook page now boasts close to 30,000
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followers. Monica’s approach to sharing Project Rebirth’s
message and mission aligns with the organization’s belief in
the importance of healing through the sharing of personal
stories – stories that help people acknowledge and deal
with grief, injury, and traumatic loss.
Monica feels strongly that her work with Project Rebirth
is the inevitable outcome of all the challenges she has
faced and overcome. She shares, “ It was as if my path was
telling me ‘here is your next step, a healing adventure for
you, a way to share your story, support those experiencing
their own grief journey, and help educate communities

on resilience, hope and joy. The work I do for Project
Rebirth is more than fulfilling my need to help an amazing
organization and the communities we impact, the Project
Rebirth team has become my extended family – a family I am
proud to dedicate a large portion of my life to. I am forever
grateful to them for giving me the opportunity to use their
outstanding resilience programs to help others find hope.
My own growth game is achieving its greatest expression in
the process. It has become part of my own Rebirth.”
Monica is also the only team member (so far) to have gotten
our logo tattooed on her body.

Monica with a selection of her paintings

Follow Project Rebirth on Social Media:
Facebook: @RebirthAtGroundZero
Facebook: @ProjectRebirth
Twitter: @ProjectRebirth
Instagram: @Project_Rebirth
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2016 will mark the 15th anniversary of the 9/11
attacks...
...and their impact on the world still powerfully resonates today. While the headlines are
dominated by the conflicts and suffering that have continued since the start of the century, in
response to these events people have learned to better care for each other in important ways.
This has been the mission of Project Rebirth since it began recording the New York community’s
recovery from 9/11: to share the strength of the human spirit coping with disaster.
2015 marked the first full year that – having completed the films and content we promised would
help future generations to never forget our response to 9/11 – Project Rebirth focused all of its
energies on providing resources for those who serve Community and Country.
Thinking back to when we put our strategy into action over a decade ago, the words “PTSD,” “resilience” and even
conversations regarding the mental health implications of trauma were rarely heard in public. Discussions about the ways
we need to better care for those who serve were largely confined to mental health professionals and the thoughtful
Military and First Responder leaders who learned first-hand of the psychological challenges faced by their colleagues in
service. Today, the importance of addressing these challenges is well recognized and we like to think Project Rebirth played
a small role in making the world aware of the urgent need to help others help themselves to be more resilient.
Beyond education and building awareness through our films
and content, our teams of professionals and volunteers
have been creating scalable and measurable programs that
facilitate healing, foster hope and build resilience. Doing
this in a thoughtful and sustainable fashion has demanded
patience and sharp focus over many years, and I thank you
for reviewing our “Update” as the magnitude of what we are
achieving becomes clear. 2016 will mark more major steps
forward in our work and in our commitment to share among
the related communities what is learned that is helpful in
their particular efforts. Watching First Responders, Veterans,
Educators and committed academics and medical health
professionals collaborating closely towards our common goal
is a great privilege and inspires me to continue to help Project
Rebirth in all the ways I can. Thank you very much to those
that are helping us in this mission, and please help us recruit
other supporters as our work continues to grow.

Our commitment to First Responders,
Military & Veterans and Educators &
Community Leaders not only honors the
legacy of those in the front lines of our
response to 9/11, but allows us to help
as many people as possible working
with partners who have the systems and
expertise to serve both their colleagues
in need of resilience training and
support and the communities they have
committed to serve.

Thanks again, and please feel free to contact us any time with comments and questions.

Brian Rafferty
Board Chair
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